114 670 SECURITY BOLLARD (LIGHTWEIGHT)
Operation Types: Lift-Out (Removable)

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The 114/670 security bollard range
(lightweight) includes a lift-out, static and
fully telescopic model to suit multiple
security objectives. With a wall thickness of
3.2 mm, despite the products diameter and
size, the bollard is lightweight enough to be
able to remove and store when not needed.

LIFT OUT BOLLARD
Removable bollards are a great security
solution for sites with insufficient room to dig
a full depth foundation for a retractable
bollard. The required foundation depth is
reduced by 50% compared with the fully
retractable equivalent.
Lift-out bollards also provide a security
solution for sites with a high water table.
Retractable bollards are not effective within

this installation scenario and daily
operation of the product, sitting in water
becomes very difficult. Having a
removable bollard avoids this issue whilst
still providing heavy duty site security.
To operate the product, you simply turn
the key in the lock, twist the handle and
detach the product from the installed
socket. The lid can then be closed and
vehicle access is possible. To secure and
restrict vehicle access again you lift up the
lid, re-fit the bollard back into the socket
and then push the lock down with your
thumb.
Spare storage sockets can be purchased
to minimize scratching and damage when
the security bollard is not in use and being
stored.

CERTIFICATION
Manufactured in the UK and to the
quality standard, BSI: ISO 9001.

FINISHES
Available in stainless steel only;
this product comes with two
reflective bands as standard and a
black ‘T-Bar’ handle.

114 670 SECURITY BOLLARD STATISTICS (LIGHTWEIGHT)
Lift-Out Bollard
Bollard Diameter

114 mm

Height Above Ground

658 mm (exc. handle)

Foundation Depth

450 mm

Finishes Available

Stainless steel only with two, yellow reflective bands and a
black ‘T-Bar’ handle.

Lifting Weight
Wall Thickness

9.7 kg
3.2 mm
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